


To understand the market buzz  
around the Shark Tank India S2

Objective:

1st Jan- 31st Jan’2023
Time frame:

English + Regional
Language:

Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, 
YouTube & News

Platforms covered:



Data Collection 
from social media 
platforms

Search Algorithm
Fine-Tuning  

Data Classification

Data AnalysisKey Insights 
& data 
representation

METHODOLOGY

Profiles Addition & 
Social Media Profiles 
Crawling (Locobuzz
tool)

1 2 3 4

56



MENTIONS TREND
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The first peak occurred on 2nd Jan, when 
season 2 premiered, the audience spoke that 
Shark Tank has become a household name, 
making it easier for hustlers to persuade their 
parents to consider entrepreneurship

Another peak occurred on 20th Jan 
wherein users discussed how 
Shark Tank has uplifted the tech 
innovation in India and has made 
tech pervasive

https://twitter.com/Durga_jha10/status/1609980329259077633
https://twitter.com/Durga_jha10/status/1609980329259077633


40% | POSITIVE

41% | NEUTRAL

The show gained notoriety among Indians, who praised it 
vociferously for introducing the start-up wave and thrusting 
India into transformation. Furthermore, the audience claimed 
that this program could revolutionize the nation in the future

Viewers vouched that Shark Tank is the best platform to 
market any start-up and expand its presence among the 
audience

The audience questioned the profitability of the sharks, 
claiming that they are incurring enormous losses in their 
respective ventures. Additionally, emotional stories behind 
the start-up escalated negative remarks

19% | NEGATIVE

SENTIMENTS ABOUT 
THE SHOW

Total Mentions: 39K



CONVERSATIONS GLIMPLES



PLATFORM-WISE ANALYSIS

 Twitter  Facebook  YouTube  Instagram LinkedIn  News Blogs
Column1 74% 9% 8% 4% 3% 1% 1%
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In a span of a month, 39K 
conversations occurred around Shark 
Tank and 21K users were involved in 
the conversations
The core of discussions took place on 
Twitter where 74% of the total 
conversations were captured. 
Audience discussed the pitches, 
sharks’ reactions and their overall 
behavior and perception
On Instagram, users shared reels 
around the best moments of the 
pitches and circulated memes using 
the shark’s punch 
On FB users commented on Sony’s 
official pages, furthermore, a majority 
of the audiences expressed that they 
are missing Ashneer Grover

Total Mentions: 39K



WHAT PROFESSIONALS ON LINKEDIN CONVERSE ABOUT 
SHARK TANK

Multiple business professionals, 
founders, and business enthusiasts 
expressed their POV about the 
pitches 
Users ousted that without Ashneer
the show isn’t adding much logic to 
the pitches
However, users appreciated the 
Pitches such as Patil Kaki, Flatheads, 
and Paradyes was mentioned for 
sharks controversies to bag the offer



HOW NEWS MEDIA PROMOTED THE SHOW

Media outlets such 
as Business Insider, 
Hindustan Times, & 
Business Today 
actively circulated 
the news and 
updates about Shark 
Tank S2 



THE TOP LIKED CATEGORIES OF THE PITCH

SKINCARE/BEAUTY

Mentions|31% 

The audience widely 
discussed the beauty 
brand Recode and 
expressed with the 
sharks for mocking them 
and for not investing. 
Other pitches such as 
GharSoaps & Winston 
also received mentions

TECH/ELECTRIC
Users appreciated the 
tech innovations in the 
healthcare space and 
mentioned #AyuSynk
and #Cardiotocography
and called them game-
changer. Moreover, 
smart watches for 
children & gear motor 
also received multiple 
mentions

FOOD/SNACKS
/BEVERAGES
India has a great appetite 
for trying different foods. 
Wherein Patil Kaki 
garnered the audience’s 
love and young 
enthusiasts expressed 
love for The Simply Salad. 
Diabexy also garnered 
the social space for 
rejecting the sharks offer

ORGANIC/HERBAL 
PRODUCTS
Spirit of the Flathead 
founder received loud 
noise on social for the 
organic shoe brand. On 
the other side, people 
expressed hilarious 
opinions about organic 
smoke and for 
encouraging the 
audience to try smoke

CLOTHING/FASHION
House of Chikankari 
received the audience’s 
love for being raw and 
artistic. Whereas  
Anghrakha also received 
mentions

Mentions|29% Mentions|25% Mentions|9% Mentions|7% 

Total Category Mentions: 2K

https://twitter.com/caharibeldona/status/1614157489163087877


THE TOP 2 MOST DISCUSSED PITCHES | RECODE

Mentions 277

As the Recode episode aired, it left the audience 
disappointed and a lot of noise has been observed 
wherein they mentioned that Recode guys must get justice
People ousted that Shark Tank is a platform for business 
not for friendship, further mentioned that sharks shared 
baseless logic to not invest in Recode to create a monopoly
Sony received negative buzz for removing the Recode 
episode from the Sony LIV



THE TOP 2 MOST DISCUSSED PITCHES | FLATHEADS

Mentions 253

As the pitch aired, it created a massive impact on the 
minds of the Indians and they came up to support
Users expressed that a single episode turned the fortunes 
of the entrepreneurs
Aman’s slang #DownButNotOut received multiple 
mentions on Twitter & LinkedIn and the audience 
appreciated Aman for motivating the young hustlers



ALL SHARKS DEAL| SNITCH

Mentions 46

Snitch founder Siddhart received major appreciation 
from the viewers and users seemed inspired by his 
start-up story
However, few audiences raised suspicion about the low 
equity deal stating that just .3% for each shark is less. 
Moreover, mentioned how such low equity excites the 
sharks



SHARE OF VOICE

28%

22%

18%

13%

9% 9%

Anupam Mittal Namita Thapar Peyush Bansal Aman Gupta Amit Jain Vinneta Singh



SHARK | ANUPAM MITTAL – 2697 MENTIONS

Anupam Mittal
Anupam Mittal, known as one of the 
most experienced and revolutionary 
entrepreneurs, formed the People 
Group (Shaadi.Com) and now serves 
as its CEO. On December 23, 1971, he 
was born in Maharashtra to 
Bhagwati Devi Mittal and Gopal 
Krishna Mittal.

4.2K followers 181.7K Followers

1.1M followers 452,620 followers

ANUPAM MITTAL won the hearts with his humbleness. Moreover, 
people called Anupam the Quora of Shark Tank India. Further, the 
audience applauded his way of dealing with the new-age 
entrepreneurs

Positive |40% Neutral | 45% Negative | 16%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

81%

19%



SHARK | NAMITA THAPAR – 2123 MENTIONS

Namita Thapar
Namita Thapar is a remarkable lady 
who gained popularity after 
appearing on the American 
television-inspired show Shark Tank 
India. Emcure Pharmaceuticals' 
Executive Director is her title. She is 
a well-educated woman who was 
born and raised in Pune.

150.1K Followers 778K followers

NAMITA THAPAR grabbed the audience’s attention as she opened 
about her body-shaming experience, and many audiences expressed 
relatability with this. However, some users believe this lady shark isn’t 
adding much value to the show. furthermore, Namita’s take to not 
invest in the sharks category of the business received agitation on 
social

Positive |44% Neutral | 43% Negative | 12%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

82%

18%



SHARK | PEYUSH BANSAL – 1713 MENTIONS

Peyush Bansal
Peyush Bansal, 36, was born and 
raised in New Delhi and is the 
founder and CEO of Lenskart.com. 
He earned his bachelor's degree 
from McGill University and his 
master's degree in MPEFB 
management from IIM Bangalore.

166.9K Followers

675K followers

637,142 followers

PEYUSH BANSAL POV to support the start-ups of similar lines received 
well among the audience and they appreciated Peyush’s move to 
invest in similar nature of the business that sharks are venturing into

Positive |44% Neutral | 43% Negative | 12%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

82%

18%



SHARK | AMAN GUPTA – 1200 MENTIONS

Aman Gupta
Aman Gupta, who was born 
and raised in Delhi, is one of 
the most successful young 
entrepreneurs. He is the CMO 
and Co-Founder of boAt, an 
Indian electronics firm.

4.7K Followers 227.1K Followers

1M followers 1M followers

AMAN GUPTA received the tag of the coolest and the most humorous 
shark among his fellow sharks. However, the audience seemed 
disappointed with Aman’s reaction to the Magic of Memories pitch 
and called it pathetic. Hence, contributed to negative sentiments

Positive |31% Neutral | 49% Negative | 20%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

82%

18%



SHARK | AMIT JAIN – 899 MENTIONS

Amit Jain
Amit Jain is the Chief Executive 
Officer of the relevant corporate 
group and is known for co-founding 
CarDekho. He rose to prominence 
after CarDekho became a significant 
leading alternative in the online 
market for reselling and purchasing 
second-hand vehicles.

1,693 Followers 69.4K followers

AMIT JAIN, the newest shark, inspired young entrepreneurs to be
grounded and humble. Moreover, users mentioned that Amit brought 
positive vibes and intelligence to the show. However, a fraction of 
users seemed upset with Amit’s investment in a non-veg food chain 
due to his Jainism roots

Positive |43% Neutral | 49% Negative | 8%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

81%

19%



SHARK | VINEETA SINGH – 858 MENTIONS

Vineeta Singh
Vineeta Singh is a well-known 
female entrepreneur who is one of 
the Shark Tank India judges. She 
co-founded SUGAR cosmetics with 
her husband and is now the 
company's CEO.

4.1K followers 108.2K Followers

704K followers 546,071 followers

VINEETA SINGH constructive feedback received appreciation and 
made her one of the best things. But few people perceived that 
Vineeta is gender-biased while investing. On the other side, fans 
seemed disappointed with the Vineeta’s reaction to the Recode pitch 
and for mocking the founders

Positive |40% Neutral | 45% Negative | 16%

Male fans remained more vocalized on social 
media  

81%

19%



MENTIONS OF SONY TV | 1788 
The business owners thanked Sony TV on Twitter for giving the platform and shared their appreciation. The audience, however, expressed 
their POV claiming that Rahul Dua was not the best option for the role of Shark Tank host. They also claimed that Sony TV had turned 
season 2 of Shark Tank into an imitation of Indian Idol by introducing an emotional or painful element



AUDIENCE EXPRESSED NOSTALGIA- S1 SHARKS 

MENTIONS | 1492 
A loud noise has been observed 
wherein people vouched to bring back 
Ashneer Grover. His brutal honesty and 
upfront behavior made him the won 
the hearts in the past. People vouched 
that without Ashneer the show isn’t 
entertaining and funny

ASHNEER GROVER

MENTIONS | 41 
Minimal mentions were observed 
around the MamaEarth founder 
Ghazal, wherein most of them were 
related to controversies about the 
upcoming IPO

GHAZAL ALAG



FROM WHERE THE BUZZ IS COMING

MUMBAI | 
27%

DELHI | 25%

BANGALO
RE | 18%

Pune | 9%

Kolk
ata | 
8%

Hydera
bad| 
6%

Noida | 5% & 
Lucknow | 2%

On social media, Mumbaikars mostly discussed 
the founders and referred to Peyush as a 
grounded founder. While Delhlites praised the 
program as a whole for highlighting the start-
up culture and the tech boom.

As a remarkable fact, 81% of the audience is 
male

81%

19%



KEY DIGITAL OPINION LEADERS

Media House & Journalists

Radio/TV

Music & 
Entertainment

Finance Analyst

@hvgoenka | Harsh Goenka
1.7M Followers
Post: Link

@TajinderBagga | Tajinder Pal
1M Followers
Post: Link

@GabbbarSingh | Gabbar
1.4M Followers
Post: Link

https://twitter.com/hvgoenka/status/1617095313902415872
https://twitter.com/TajinderBagga/status/1618377325393088514
https://twitter.com/GabbbarSingh/status/1611414007914856451


SHARKS 

PITCHES

Many observers compared the previous season to the 
current one and noted that Ashneer was the show's 
mainstay; as a result, his departure rendered S2 less 
compelling.

Drawn parallels between the pitches of S1 & S2 and 
mentioned that they saw a similar flavor pitch in the S1

Viewers vouched that S1 was more realistic and was like a 
treat to watch however, S2 is more dramatic and emotional 
which led people to compare shark tank S2 with Indian Idol 

ENTERTAINMENT

COMPARISION FROM 
S1 TO S2

Viewers stated that founders are more focused on building 
personal branding in S2 rather than equity & investments. 
Hence, expressed disappointment  

INVESTMENTS



COMPARISION FROM S1 TO S2- CONVERSATIONS GLIMPSE



A loud noise has been observed wherein the viewers 
vouched to bring Ashneer back and Ashneer received 1.4K 
mentions which is way higher than a few other sharks

A pie of the audience discussed that Rahul Dua is not a 
good fit as a Shark Tank host and urged Sony to explore 
alternatives. Moreover, claimed that season 1 was better

The shark's decision not to invest in the shark's particular 
category received harsh disapproval from viewers

In season 2 a pinch of an emotional element is showcased 
by the entrepreneurs which went wrong and people draw 
parallels with the Indian Idol 

FINDINGS



HOW LOCOBUZZ CAN HELP

STAY AHEAD OF COMPETITORS Competitive Intelligence and 
Benchmarking

KEEP A CONTINOUS PULSE ON Consumer, Brand, and Industry insights

CREATE STRATEGIC SOCIAL CONTENT Active Social Media Monitoring

UTILIZE

ON

WITH



THAN you

Ravindra Sahu
ravindra.sahu@locobuzz.com
Analytics Head

Shubhi Agarwal
shubhi@locobuzz.com
COO Locobuzz Solutions


